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Through this research, the writer purpose to describe the garammatical 
error and the possible causes of recount text written by the eleventh grade of 
language class student of MAN 1 Salatiga in the academic year 2010/2011. 
Moreover, the other goal of this study is to describe the possible solution can be 
taken to overcome those errors. 

The final project primarily deals with grammatical errors analysis. It 
discribes the grammatical errors on recount texts written by the eleventh grade of 
language class student of MAN 1 Salatiga in the academic year 2010/2011. The 
writer use the descriptive analysis approach of which the data were obtained by 
the student’s recount text writing. Then those writing were errors in producing 
verb group,error in subject-verb agreement, error of use articles, errors in plural 
form of noun, error in the use of prounoun, and error in use of conjunctions. 

From the result in chapter IV, the writer conclude that the student made 
157 grammatical errors which were classified into; 103 errors in producing verb 
group,10 errors in subject-verb agreement, 15 errors of use articles, 5 errors in use 
of preposition, 12 errors in plural form of noun, 8 errors in the use of prounoun, 
and 4 errosr in use of conjunctions. 

From the result, the writer is able to conclude that the student have not 
deep understanding in using grammatical composition especially in composing the 
text into a good stucture. 

It is suggested that the student need more practice dealing with verb forms 
since they were the basic knowledge needed for telling their experience. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


